Spring 2019 CCSDS Meeting—NASA ARC, Mountain View, CA
SLS-OPT Technical Meeting Agenda

**Monday, May 6:**
08:45 – 9:45: CCSDS Plenary

09:45 - 12:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- HPE Yellow Books, and Blue Book resolution (if not completed on 4/16 VITS)- J. Hamkins
- HPE Green Book content- J. Hamkins
- HDR 1550 Orange Book update- B. Robinson

13:30 - 17:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- NICT mission status update
- Update on NASA optical comm program
- Updates on other Agency optical comm missions

**Tuesday, May 7:**
08:45 - 12:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- O3K Coding and Synch

13:30 - 17:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- Incorporating next-generation satellite data into the Magenta Book (45 min) - R. Alliss
- NICT comparison of Himawari data to weather station data - K. Suzuki
- Status of draft Magenta Book (2 hours) - R. Alliss

**Wednesday, May 8:**
08:45 - 12:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- Determine schedule for upcoming meetings

13:30 - 17:30: SLS - Optical Communications Working Group
- Addition of Ranging to HPE—J. Hamkins
- Prepare Meeting minutes and Working Group report to Gian-Paolo Calzolari